The association and aggregation of the metamorphic chemokine lymphotactin with fondaparinux: from nm molecular complexes to lm molecular assemblies † Sophie R. Harvey Transmission electron microscopy, mass spectrometry, and drift tube ion mobility-mass spectrometry are used to study the assemblies formed by the metamorphic chemokine lymphotactin in the presence of a model pentameric glycosaminoglycan, fondaparinux. This combination of techniques delineates significant differences in the complexes observed for two forms of the full length protein as well as a truncated form, without the intrinsically disordered C-terminal tail, over a length scale from few nm to lm assemblies.
The chemokine lymphotactin (Ltn) is a metamorphic protein which exists in equilibrium between two distinct conformations, and contains only a single disulfide bond as opposed to the two normally found in chemokines. 1, 2 The first form is a monomeric form which adopts the conserved chemokine fold, and is known as Ltn10. 3 The second form is a unique dimeric fold, known as Ltn40. 4 Both Ltn10
and Ltn40 contain a structural core and an, extended, intrinsically disordered (ID) C-terminal tail, which is distinctive of this chemokine.
Chemokines fulfil their biological function through highaffinity interactions with cell-surface G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). 5 Recent studies, however, have shown these proteins also exhibit low-affinity interactions with glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) present on cell surfaces or in the extracellular matrix. 6, 7 Chemokines are hypothesized to bind GAGs as a localisation mechanism, in order to act as a directional signal for migrating cells. 8 The functional importance of such interactions was reinforced with an influential study by Proudfoot et al. 9 where site specific mutations were engineered to inhibit GAG binding and found in vitro to minimally perturb receptor binding. In vivo, however, these mutants were ineffective at inducing cell migration in comparison to the WT chemokine, attributed to the necessity of specific chemokine:GAG interactions and resulting chemokine aggregation. The resulting aggregation is deemed essential and thought to help over-come issues associated with vascular flow. 10 Despite this to-date, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no reports of using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as a biophysical technique, to study the aggregation of chemokines occurring in the presence of GAGs in vitro. Here we have utilised both TEM and drift tube ion mobility-mass spectrometry to study the interactions between Ltn and a model pentameric GAG, fondaparinux (Fx). Wild type (WT) Ltn was studied by TEM in the absence and presence of Fx after incubation at room temperature for 30 minutes (Fig. 1A and B) . WT Ltn exhibits limited aggregation in the absence of Fx (Fig. 1A) , however, extensive aggregation is observed in the presence of Fx (Fig. 1B) . The morphology of the aggregates are striking, forming large, ordered, ribbon-like species over 10 mm long, and approximately 0.2 mm wide. These sizes along with the homogeneity of the ribbons, are also remarkable when considering the relatively short incubation time. In addition, Fx also shows only limited signs of aggregation in the absence of Ltn (Fig. S1 , ESI †) highlighting that this aggregation is due to the presence, and interactions, of both Ltn and Fx. The GAG binding functionality of Ltn has been previously, assessed via elution from a heparin-sepharose column with a sodium chloride gradient. 11 WT Ltn was found to elute in two broad fractions which were assigned as the two conformations (Ltn10 and Ltn40) of WT Ltn having significantly different binding affinities, with Ltn40 having the higher binding affinity. Due to the fact that monomeric, Ltn10 is thought to have a lower binding affinity for GAGs, we also studied a stabilised monomeric mutant of Ltn (CC3). CC3 is a constrained form of Ltn with an additional disulfide bond placed to limit interconversion between the monomeric and dimeric forms; 12 the extra disulphide bridge gives rise to a structure more akin to classic chemokines. Following incubation with Fx, CC3 is observed to behave in a similar fashion to the WT Ltn (Fig. 1C) . For the CC3 mutant, there are also ribbon-like structures but these are much narrower B50 nm than for the wild type, suggesting that when the tail is partially tethered by the additional disulphide bridge the growth across the width of the ribbon is restricted. The clusters of ribbons formed are also not as numerous or extensive as in the WT:Fx mixture, suggesting either this species has a significantly lower affinity for the grid or that CC3:Fx aggregates to a lesser extent. Lower affinity binding, resulting in less aggregation, is consistent with the previous heparin-sepharose column studies in which CC3 eluted in a single fraction, corresponding with the lower affinity fraction of the WT Ltn (Ltn10).
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One of the distinctive features of Ltn, in comparison to other chemokines, is that it contains an extended, highly flexible, C-terminal tail, here we examine a construct which comprises only the structural core and not the ID tail, known as WT 1-72 (Fig. 1D ). The TEM images obtained when incubated with Fx are significantly different to those obtained from the WT and CC3, suggesting different interactions and growth processes in vitro. The truncated WT 1-72 does not produce ribbons at all, rather larger globular aggregates, strikingly different in appearance. Classic chemokines, have not been studied previously in the presence of GAGs by TEM, so which morphology (ribbon-like or globular) these species would adopt is as yet unknown but this data suggests that they would behave like the WT 1-72, since they do not possess an ID tail. Furthermore since the functional role of the Ltn tail is currently under debate and it has been found to be completely dispensable for receptor binding, 12 the fact that notably different behaviour with respect to GAG binding indicates a new role. The significant differences in aggregate morphology could stem from differences in the association at the monomer or dimer level. Therefore, in order to better understand the early stages of aggregation, that may influence the differences in the aggregated structures, we turned to native-like mass spectrometry, and drift-tube ion mobility-mass spectrometry (DT IM-MS).
Both MS and IM-MS have previously been used to examine interactions between proteins and GAGs, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] enabling even low intensity complexes to be separated and identified. Furthermore MS is inherently well suited to the study of aggregating systems.
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The combination of MS with DT IM-MS studies provides additional information on the size and shape of the ions, in the form of rotationally averaged collision cross sections (CCS). Determination of CCS for proteins, 22, 23 protein:protein complexes 24, 25 and chemokine:GAG complexes 26, 27 has provided insight into these essential biomolecules.
The spectra previously obtained for these Ltn constructs in the absence of Fx, demonstrate that all three exist primarily in a monomeric (M) form (Fig. S2, ESI †) . 28, 29 For WT Ltn a significant proportion of dimer (D) is also observed. In the presence of a stoichiometric concentration of Fx, both WT and CC3 bind Fx primarily in their monomeric (M) form ( Fig. 2A and B) , with unbound monomeric protein remaining the most intense observable species. In addition, lower intensity dimeric Ltn:Fx complexes are observed for both WT and CC3. Based on previous heparinsepharose column studies it was anticipated that the dimeric form of WT Ltn would bind Fx to a greater extent than the monomeric form. It is possible that the monomeric species is formed faster or is an encounter species en route to the dimer bound species. It proved impossible to test this theory with MS, as upon addition of Fx to Ltn extensive aggregation occurs, with large aggregates visible in the n-ESI tip (Fig. S3, ESI †) . The solution changes from clear to cloudy in appearance, typically over the course of one hour, and is accompanied by a significant reduction in signal intensity, consistent with the rapid formation of large aggregates as observed in the TEM images ( Fig. 1) . We assessed the specificity of Ltn to form monomeric and dimeric Fx bound species as a function of concentration; at all concentrations both monomeric and dimeric complexes are observed (Fig. S4 , ESI †). M WT + Fx species are present at all concentrations studied, suggesting these complexes are specific and are formed in equilibrium with D WT + Fx. For CC3 the fact that the most intense GAG-bound species is M CC3 + Fx with lower relative intensity of dimeric bound species is unsurprising considering this is a stabilized monomeric construct of Ltn. Whereas, WT Ltn which exists in equilibrium between the monomer and the dimer has a significant GAG-bound population of both. Furthermore, the low intensity dimer bound species observed are consistent with other chemokines in which the presence of GAGs increases the proportion of higher order oligomers and which have been shown to bind GAGs as monomers, dimers or even tetramers. 27, 30 For both WT and CC3 these 2[protein] + n[GAG] species could, therefore, be the growth competent blocks for the large aggregates observed in TEM. The structural core of Ltn (WT 1-72) displays remarkably different behaviour by MS in the presence of Fx. A stoichiometric mixture at 50 mM resulted in extensive aggregation, evidenced by a raised baseline in the spectrum (Fig. S5, ESI †) , poor signal-to-noise, and extensive visual signs of aggregation in the nESI capillaries. All of which are consistent with extensive aggregation. Again akin to the aggregation observed by TEM. This system was reanalysed at a 2 : 1 (Ltn : Fx) ratio (25 mM Ltn) (Fig. 2C) . As for WT and CC3, WT 1-72 forms monomeric (M 1-72 + Fx) and dimeric (D 1-72 + Fx and D 1-72 + 2Fx) Fx bound complexes. The considerable increase in aggregation observed for 1-72 in comparison with WT and CC3, both by TEM and MS, implies the ID tail may act to inhibit GAG binding and subsequent aggregation. As a control the ID tail itself was also studied in the absence and presence of Fx by MS (Fig. S6 , ESI †) and no Fx binding was observed, implying that the tail itself does not contain or configure the GAG binding site(s), which is consistent with the lower proportion of basic residues here.
Given the differences between the full length (WT and CC3) and truncated (WT 1-72) constructs, both in MS and with respect to the aggregate morphologies we then considered the conformation of the Ltn:Fx complexes using DT IM-MS. We have previously studied these Ltn constructs by DT IM-MS and determined their DT CCS He in the absence of Fx, 28, 29 enabling comparisons between the Fx bound and unbound species to be made at the same charge state (Fig. 3 and Table S1 , ESI †). For both WT and CC3 ( Fig. 3A and B . For the unbound species, at the same charge states, previous studies suggested the compact DT CCS He were due to the ID tail being associated or wrapped around the structural core with a major increase in DT CCS He observed when the tail unfolds, 28, 29 hence it is thought that the low DT CCS He calculated for the GAG-bound species here are also due to the ID tail being associated with the core. It is expected that electrostatic forces will play a role in the binding of GAGs to chemokines, as GAGs are highly negatively charged and chemokines are basic proteins. These forces will in part account for the tight conformations observed here for CC3 and WT, consistent with previous studies which report compaction with GAG chemokine complexes. For both CC3 and WT Ltn the conformations of the dimeric bound species are not observed to change substantially with charge, increasing by a maximum by 21%, and do not change substantially upon binding a second Fx chain. This observation suggests that the individual proteins exist in a single, stable conformational family upon Fx binding.
The DT CCS He of the Fx bound WT 1-72 tell a dramatically different story to the full length WT Ltn (Fig. 3C , and Table S1 ESI †). 9+ a third, more extended, conformation is also observed, attributable to Coloumbic repulsion. The observation of multiple conformations, in combination with the extensive amorphous aggregation observed by TEM (Fig. 1D) suggests binding for WT 1-72 is more complex than for WT and CC3. It is surmised that the tail is needed to mediate binding and in doing so, also confers a conformational stability to the complexes and provides a more structurally homogenous core from which aggregation may proceed. It is interesting to note that for both WT and CC3 the DT CCS He the unbound species determined in the absence and presence of Fx are within error (Tables S2 and S3 , ESI †). In contrast, however, in the presence of Fx the unbound 6+ and 7+ monomeric WT 1-72 species are present with larger DT CCS He implying that the GAG induces a conformational change to the protein core (Table S4 , ESI †), it is possible these species are en route to complex formation or have transient, weaker interactions in resulting in ligand loss upon on transfer to the gas phase. Considering the electrostatic nature of these interactions, however, along with the gentle desolvation, ionisation, and transfer conditions used here it is unlikely that substantial ligand dissociation would occur.
In conclusion, this work has shown that despite its structural metamorphosis the functions of WT Ltn are not completely separate and defined in vitro and Ltn is capable of binding Fx as both a monomer and a dimer. Both WT Ltn and a constrained monomer mutant display similar behaviour in the presence of Fx, while a construct without the ID tail (WT 1-72) behaves significantly differently with more extensive rapid aggregation occurring, forming large globular species. The similar trends in conformations adopted by the soluble aggregates for WT and CC3 are interesting to note when considering the similar morphologies of the large, insoluble aggregates observed by TEM. In contrast WT 1-72 displays significantly different behaviour, as viewed by DT IM-MS, the wide range of extended conformations determined for this construct suggest binding is less specific in this case. This less specific binding could explain the striking differences in aggregate morphology seen in TEM. It is therefore probable that the species observable in MS and DT IM-MS are en route to aggregate formation.
Based on the results for WT 1-72 in comparison to all full length constructs, it is suggested that the ID tail mediates aggregation and binding, proposing a previously unknown structural role for this region. We have shown here that the diversity in the CCS of complex conformers at the molecular level correlates with the diversity in the morphology of the mm scale aggregates. Clearly, GAG binding is a complicated and intricate process, however, the combination of biophysical tools utilised here can probe this in detail in vitro.
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